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BRIGHTWAY LED Lighting

PORTABLE LED LIGHTING TOWER - ML Series LT1500

LTLT15001500LT1500
1500W LED Portable Light Tower1500W LED Portable Light Tower1500W LED Portable Light Tower

Product Applications

M

  

usic and Special Events

Industrial Plants

Manufacturing

Warehousing

Worksite Lighting

Sporting Events 

Parking Lot Lighting

School Events

Municipal Projects

Auto Dealers

Hi-rise Construction

Construction

General Rental

Product Features

BROAD-SPE CTRUM

                                

Perfect for applications where there 
                              is no electricity, such as sports fields, 
                              construction sites and emergency lighting. 

COST EFFECTIVE Lowest total cost of ownership for a light 
tower - no service interval.

Compact footprint allows easy transportation.

Instant-on LED lights.

VERSATILE Power from 95-295V utility power source, generator 
or another light tower

EASY TO USE Simple hand crank mast retracts and folds down
for storage when not in use.
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LS-ARE-EC series are small in size and light in weight .  Color 
rendering index (CRI) UP to 95 non flickering.  Good 
uniformity and illuminance ensure high quality photo 
rendering and television relay broadcasting.  Uses top brand 
driver ensure the lamp for stability and long life span  under 
the high  temperature and humid environments. IP66 
waterproof enclosure. 

Anti-glare cover can be added to the lamps.  
Especially suitable for studios and stadiums.

Optional Generator

Generator power determined by the total power
of the luminaires selected

Four stable pneumatic wheels allow one person to move
and maneuver the product easily

Folds down for storage
Extended height up to 20’

Retractable Mast

Stabilizers

Retractable stabilizer bars fold 
in for easy storage.

PORTABLE LED LIGHTING TOWER - ML Series LT1500
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Product design details
LED Power supply
Choose professional outdoor power supply, provided by INVENTRONICS;

MEAN WELL. HIGN -END LED driver optimal stability performance and

lifespan

HIGH-Efficacy led light source

3535 SMD LED Package chip from
high light efficiency(150lm/w)

Stable color temperature and high quality

Mounting bracket
304 stainless steel material,
Able to cope with the harsh outdoors

316 stainless steel can also be customized

High transmittance lens
light transmittance up to 93%, high
temperature resistance.Multiple angles are
available(11°，24°，30°，36°，60°，90°）

Cold forged heat sink
Grooves are made on profile cooling teeth to
accelerate air convection and increase cooling area（Si
milar to CPU heat sink processing technology）

Generator rain cover
Protective cover for generator allows you to use

the LT1500 in all types of weather 

PORTABLE LED LIGHTING TOWER - ML Series LT1500
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